I. INTRODUCTION
ReLUs based convolutional neural network (CNN) has been successfully applied to ImageNet competition [1] . Excepting the great power of convolutional architecture, the usage of ReLUs helps to alleviate diminishing gradient problem in contrast with sigmoid and tanh units, which traditionally prevail in neural network. Besides, the yielded sparse activation [2] , from a computational point of view, may have several advantages: (1) information disentangling; (2) efficient variablesize representation; 3) linear separability; 4) distributed but sparse.
However, there are some unsatisfactory properties of ReLUs. For example, the dying gradient problem still exists when input is negative, which could lead to cases where a higher layer units never transfer gradient to lower layer units as a gradient-based optimization algorithm. In this situation, lower layer units stop learning due to zero gradients [3] , And another drawback is that it discards the negative part of the input [4] , for it may need more filters to learn negative information which are mistakenly discarded by ReLUs [5] . The hypothesis is that the lower convolutional layers of AlexNet learn redundant filters to extract both positive and negative phase information of an input signal. The last drawback is that the activation is always non-negative such that its learning causes a bias shift for units in the next layer. The more the units are correlated, the higher their biases shift. In [4] , it is proved that mean activations that are closer to zero enable faster learning as they bring the gradient closer to the natural gradient.
To address the above mentioned problems, leaky ReLUs [3] allow small non-zero gradient to flow through when the units are not active to alleviate potential problems caused by the hard 0 activation of ReLUs. To avoid zero gradients as well as to improve classification accuracy compared to ReLUs, parametrized ReLUs(PReLUs) [6] generalize Leaky ReLUs by learning the rate of flow for non-active units. ELUs have negative values to allow for mean activations close to zero, but it saturates to a certain negative value, which contributes to its robustness to noises.
Even though all of these improvement on ReLUs keep the identity mapping of positive part of ReLUs, they still have negative mappings, whose gradients are greater than one or less than one, and it may further result in the potential factors dying gradients.
In this paper, we propose a new unit which has the following properties:
(1) There is neither vanishing gradient nor exploding gradient within the network thanks to the special structure of SU.
(2) It keeps positive and negative components of inputs, such that activation values could possibly be the mean activation value, which is around zero; (3) The computing complexity is as minimal as that of ReLUs in contrast with units such as PReLUs and ELUs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the motivation of SUs, and give the definition of SUs and its properties. Then in section 3, We quantitatively compare neural network based on ReLUs and SUs, including convolutional neural network(CNN) and the most recent wide residual network [7] . Section 4 concludes the paper with a discussion on the related works and future works.
II. SWITCH UNIT
Relu only keeps positive phase information. The idea is to pick negative component of input so that activation has the chance to center around zero, which is same as other improvements like ELUs on ReLUs. However, it is desirable 978-1-5386-7057-6/18/$31.00 © 2018 IEEE to keep the derivative as +1 or -1 to isolate the activation units from Dying gradient problem.
We define a function mapping from R to R 2 , given by
This function acts like a switch. If it is the positive input, we connect the input to the first entry of output to make first entry active, and vice versa. The proposed novel activation function switch units(SUs) is shown in figure 1 .
Similarity between SU and identity function renders us suspect non-linearity of SU. Let us prove it is indeed nonlinear by example, suppose a = 1, b = -2,
Or, we can change the representation of SU, so it can derive from a common unit, ReLU.
A. Derivative of SU
Suppose the neural network loss is L; the input of some unit is x; the output is a 1 a 2 . Define entry activation as a i , i = 1, 2.
Back propagation updates the weight below some unit and needs known gradient, using chain rules, given as
where 1(x ≥ 0) and 1(x < 0) is the indicator function. It is straightforward to find that there always exists a path backward so as to propagate the gradient to the lower layer of neural network.
When updating a weight W ij , which connects one entry of a unit to some unit in following higher layer, if this entry activation is zero, we can easily get ∂L ∂Wij = 0 using chain rules. The fact that a entry activation is zero means it has no contribution to final loss L. when back propagation, ignoring this weight path is sensible.
B. Universal Classification Power of SU Network
[8] proves the classification power of ReLU network and orthogonal bidirectional RLT network. It is shown that ReLU network and orthogonal bidirectional ReLU nets are capable of transforming any disjoint pattern sets to be linearly separable. It can be shown that SU network has the similar classification power as these two networks by proving the convex separability to linear separability, further statements depend on this proof.
III. BENCHMARK RESULTS
This paper has focused on designing a non-dying gradient units. So, we just show SU is able to have comparable results as ReLU based neural nets, rather than trying to push the limits of the best experimental results on benchmarks.
The experiments have been performed based on wide residual network (WRN) [7] and plain CNN, and all the methods on CIFAR-10\100 classification datasets are evaluated, using 50000 samples for training and 10000 samples for testing. Before getting into the network (WRN and plain CNN) , data is preprocessed with feature-wise zero center and feature-wise standard normalization, then was augmented with random flip left or right and padding 4 pixel around so that we can crop to keep the image size still 32x32.
After the SU operation, the number of output units is doubled, and the number of parameters of next layer also is doubled. To evaluate the performance of SU, we performed the experiment with the same filter and weights; compared with the baseline ReLU model. Thus, for ordinary CNN architecture, we also used a wide factor, which means the number of filters as WRN.
For WRN, training hyperparameters is as follows: the Batch size is 64; optimization is conducted using Monmentum; the initial learning rate is set as 0.1 during epoch 0 to 60, 0.01 dropped; L2 weight decay rate is 0.0001.
For VGG like plain CNN, the network structure is shown in 2. Batch size is 64. We applied the Adam method to optimize 90 epochs with learning rate 0.0001. In the test, no weight is decayed. We only used dropout for regularization, and the dropout rate is 0.5. From Figs. 3, 4 , we could see that SU based WRN training on CIFAR100 dataset has a slightly lower training accuracy and validating accuracy but this SU WRN could get comparable results in Figs. 5, 6. When training CIFAR10/100 using plain CNN, SU based WRN does not work quite as well as RelU based WRN, but was still impressive, see Figs. 7, 8, 9, 10.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes a novel activation function, SU, which doesn't have the problem of dying or exploding gradient although SU based nets doesn't reach to the same-level of accuracy of ReLU counterpart with the same number of parameters. The future researches will focus on the weights initialization and dynamics of weights variances during training and new neural model for better generalization performance. SU and CReLU are both composed of two ReLU function excepting differences in a negative sign, corresponding possible research direction is the relation between them. 
